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(R4) 19:25 CHESTER,  7f 1y 

Intilery Nursery (Class 4) (2YO only) 

No(Dr) Silk Form Horse Details Age/Wt Jockey/Trainer OR

1 (1) 9323 REVICH (IRE) 22 BF 
b c Requinto - Kathleen Rafferty

2 9 - 7 L Morris
Richard Spencer

78

Jockey Colours: Light blue, orange epaulets
Timeform says: Out with the washing on debut but thereabouts on each of his 3 subsequent
starts. This new trip promises to suit and opening mark looks fair.  (Forecast 5.50)

Notes: 

2 (6) 561 JAAYIZ (IRE) 24 
b c Zoffany - So Devoted

2 9 - 4 P Makin
R Hannon

75

Jockey Colours: Black, yellow and black halved sleeves, yellow cap, black star
Timeform says: Left previous form well behind when opening his account at Brighton (6f).
Strong at the finish that day, so extra furlong here should be in his favour and he may have
more to offer.  (Forecast 5.00)

Notes: 

3 (3) 5333 TWO BLONDES (IRE) 24 
ch c Dragon Pulse - Itaya

2 9 - 2 Ben Curtis
M R Channon

73

Jockey Colours: Yellow, black horse, yellow sleeves, black seams, yellow cap, black tassel
Timeform says: Hasn't really progressed subsequent to his encouraging debut at Ascot and,
while he shouldn't be far away, others make more appeal from a win point of view.
(Forecast 8.50)

Notes: 

4 (4) 8644 FIVE HELMETS (IRE) 8 
b g Helmet - Sweet Home Alabama

2 9 - 0 R Kingscote
Tom Dascombe

71

Jockey Colours: Black, white seams, black sleeves, red stars, black cap, red star
Timeform says: Getting better with experience, gelded ahead of last week's nursery debut at
Haydock (6f) where he put in good late work to finish fourth. This step up in trip can help
unlock further improvement.  (Forecast 4.33)

Notes: 

5 (7) 484 YELLOW FIRE (IRE) 23 
b c Exceed and Excel - Bluefire

2 8 - 9 F Norton
M Johnston

66

Jockey Colours: Silver, tassel on cap
Timeform says: Clear signs of ability in 3 starts to date and it's not hard to envisage this
well-bred colt raising his game now pitched into a nursery and faced with a stiffer test.
 (Forecast 7.50)

Notes: 

6 (5) 546 FIREWATER 21 
ch c Monsieur Bond - Spirit Na Heireann

2 8 - 8p1 P Mathers
R A Fahey

65

Jockey Colours: Emerald green, white cross belts, orange sleeves, royal blue cap
Timeform says: Step in the right direction when fourth at Hamilton (6f) on penultimate start
but failed to build on that upped to this trip at Wetherby. Cheekpieces applied on this nursery
debut.  (Forecast 11.00)

Notes: 

7 (2) 5751 LADY LAVINIA 21 D 
b f Burwaaz - El Molino Blanco

2 8 - 7 Nathan Evans
M W Easterby

64

Jockey Colours: Orange, purple sash, white sleeves, white cap, purple spots
Timeform says: Improved when opening her account in 7f Redcar seller 3 weeks ago but
another sizeable step forward required if she's to follow up here.  (Forecast 13.00)

Notes: 
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TIMEFORM VIEW: There should be better to come from FIVE HELMETS now that he steps up to
7f. Indeed, Tom Dascombe's charge shaped as though crying out for a stiffer test when fourth over 6f
at Haydock last week and he gets the nod ahead of Brighton winner Jaayiz, who also promises to be
suited by going up in trip. Yellow Fire and Revich can do battle for minor honours.
 
Timeform 1-2-3:  
1: FIVE HELMETS (4) 
2: JAAYIZ (2) 
3: YELLOW FIRE (5)


